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THE PRESENT STATE OF RESEARCH ON 
MECHANICAL TRA NSLA TION 

YEHOSHUA BAR-HILLEL* 

One of the interesting examples of the in- 
fluence which a newly invented tool may exert 
in opening up fresh lines in theoretical re-  
search and in advancing new techniques for the 
solution of old problems is provided by the 
r ise  of electronic computers. They were orig- 
inally designed to solve certain mathematical 
problems quicker than the human brain could 
but it soon turned out that their components, 
in which elementary logical and computational 
operations could be carried out at extremely 
high speed, might well be recombined to yield 
similar results in noncomputational fields. 

When electronic computers were still in 
their infancy, in 1945, the question was raised 
whether a computer-like machine could not be 
designed that would automatically translate 
from one language to another. The story of 
this idea is told by the man who apparently 
conceived it first, Dr. Warren Weaver, Direc- 
tor of the Natural Sciences Division of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, in a memorandum of 
July 15, 1949. This memorandum aroused con- 
siderable interest, followed by some active 
research. Some of the first steps towards a 
solution of the problem of mechanical trans- 
lation are  described in another memorandum 
by Dr. Weaver, dated March 6, 1951. 

achieved up to the end of 1951. They involve 
a clearer understanding of the aims of machine 
translation, of various possible divisions of 
labor between man and machine in a transla- 
tion partnership, and of the preliminary steps 
that have to be taken before the final solution 
of the problem can be found. Some of these 
steps seem to have independent value and es-  
pecially the task of providing for an opera- 
tional syntax (see ref. 4) is a challenge that 
should appeal to structurally- minded linguists 
and give a new twist  to their investigations. 

The present paper summarizes the results 

AIMS 
Interest in mechanical translation (MT) 

may ar i se  through sheer intellectual curiosity 
concerning a problem whose solution, perhaps 
even attempted solutions, will  in all probabil- 
ity provide valuable insights into the function- 
ing of linguistic communication. Interest may 
also ar ise  from many practical standpoints. 
One of these is the urgency of having foreign 
language publications, mainly in the fields of 
science, finance, and diplomacy, translated 
with high accuracy and reasonable speed: the 
scarcity of expert bilinguals is causing a log 
jam in scientific translation which is costing 
research an amount that can hardly be esti- 
mated but might well run into millions of dol- 
l a rs  yearly, due to the fact that important sci-  
entific methods and results a r e  not made 
available in time or  perhaps not at  all to re- 
search workers. Another is the need of high- 
speed, though perhaps low-accuracy, scanning 
through the hugh printed output [of actual o r  
potential enemies,] in newspapers, journals, 
propaganda leaflets, etc. These two aims are 
only partly overlapping, but a good method of 
achieving one of them would probably be of 
great help in attacking the other, since we ap- 
parently have here another case of a well- 
known situation where accuracy may be traded 
for speed, and vice versa. 

PURE MT 
It seems obvious that fully automatic MT, 

i.e. one without human intervention between 
putting the foreign text into the reading organ 
of the mechanical translator and reading off 
its output, is achievable only at the price of 
inaccuracy, if only for the reason that no 
method is feasible, for the t ime being, by which 
the machine would eliminate semantical ambi- 
guities. Such an achievement would require 
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[Bar-Hillel 1951]

Two use cases for machine translation

Assimilation – gisting

Dissemination – communication



Translation | Assimilation
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Translation | Assimilation
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Translation | Dissemination
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The Role of Extra-linguistic Knowledge

The box was in the pen [Bar-Hillel 1960]

Little John was looking for his toy box. Finally he found it. The box
was in the pen.

pen (n.) Arabic

1. a writing utensil qalam

2. an enclosed play area for children raw.daT al-’a.tfaal
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54 Years Later. . .

A box was in the [writing] pen
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[Bar-Hillel 1951]

For high accuracy . . . pure MT has to be

given up in favor of mixed MT in

which a human brain intervenes.
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Aim of This Dissertation

Assimilation – speed + convenience

Main focus of NLP/MT research

Google Translate, Bing Translator, etc.

Dissemination – predefined quality threshold

Assume human intervention

Q: How to make intervention efficient?
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mixed-initiative

describes a discourse in which humans and machine agents

collaborate to complete some task







34+ Years of Interactive MT

Clever systems, disappointing results. . .

/ Interactive Translation System (ITS) [Melby et al. 1980]

/ TransType [Langlais and Lapalme 2002]

/ TransType2 [Macklovitch 2006]

/ Caitra [Koehn 2009]

/ CasmaCat [Bertoldi et al. 2014]
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NLP+HCI

[Card et al. 1983]
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Method and Results

Compare unaided, post-edit, and interactive

Two questions

1. Human productivity – time and quality?

2. Facilitates adaptive MT?

Main Results for Interactive

Ø Higher final quality given good MT

Ø Better for adaptation

17
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Understanding the User

Unaided vs. Post-edit



Simplest form of mixed-initiative translation:

post-editing

“Unintelligent agents” – translation memories, dictionaries, etc.



Simplest form of mixed-initiative translation:

post-editing

“Unintelligent agents” – translation memories, dictionaries, etc.



Experimental Design

Task Translate English Wikipedia to . . .

Target Languages Arabic, French, German

Conditions Unaided and Post-edit (pe)

Expert Subjects 16 per target language

20



Experimental Design

Two-way, mixed design

Translation conditions – within subjects

Source sentences – between subjects

Two timed translation sessions

Condition A / Break / Condition B

Idle timer

About 60 min. per subject

MT from Google Translate [March 2012]

21



Design | Unaided UI
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Design | Post-edit UI
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Research Questions

1. Does post-edit reduce time?

2. Does post-edit increase quality?

3. Do suggestions prime the translator?

4. Does post-edit reduce effort?
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Analysis | Fixed Effects Fallacies

Fixed effect – Data includes all factor levels

Condition (unaided, post-edit)

Gender

Random effect – sampled levels

Human subjects

Target languages

Sentences

Language as fixed-effect fallacy [Clark 1973]
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Analysis | Linear Mixed Effects Models (LMEM)

y = ᵀβ
︸︷︷︸

Linear predictor

+
Random effects structure

︷︸︸︷

zᵀb + η
︸︷︷︸

Error term

[Laird and Ware 1982]

Response Variables

Time – per segment

Quality – from pairwise ratings

26



Question #1 | Time

En-Ar

En-De

En-Fr

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

241.7

163.6

80.2

178.7

124.5

58.0
unaided
pe

avg. seconds / sentence

LMEM – Post-edit reduces time (p < 0.001)
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Source Hover Patterns Predict Time?

Starting in 1870, flags were created for the

Japanese Emperor (then Emperor Meiji), the

Empress, and for other members of the imperial

family.

At first, the emperor's flag was ornate, with a sun

resting in the center of an artistic pattern. He had

flags that were used on land, at sea, and when he

was in a carriage.

The imperial family was also granted flags to be

used at sea and while on land (one for use on foot

and one carriage flag).

The carriage flags were a monocolored

chrysanthemum, with 16 petals, placed in the center

of a monocolored background.

These flags were discarded in 1889 when the

Emperor decided to use the chrysanthemum on a

red background as his flag.

With minor changes in the color shades and

proportions, the flags adopted in 1889 are still in

use by the imperial family.

A person diagnosed with schizophrenia may

experience hallucinations (most reported are

hearing voices), delusions (often bizarre or

persecutory in nature), and disorganized thinking

and speech.

The latter may range from loss of train of thought, to

sentences only loosely connected in meaning, to

incoherence known as word salad in severe cases.

Social withdrawal, sloppiness of dress and hygiene,

and loss of motivation and judgment are all

common in schizophrenia.

There is often an observable pattern of emotional

difficulty, for example lack of responsiveness.

Impairment in social cognition is associated with

schizophrenia,as are symptoms of paranoia; social

isolation commonly occurs.

In one uncommon subtype, the person may be

largely mute, remain motionless in bizarre postures,

or exhibit purposeless agitation, all signs of

catatonia.

Late adolescence and early adulthood are peak

periods for the onset of schizophrenia, critical years

in a young adult's social and vocational

development.

In 40% of men and 23% of women diagnosed with

schizophrenia, the condition manifested itself before

the age of 19.

The physicist Arthur Eddington drew on Borel's

image further in The Nature of the Physical World

(1928), writing: If I let my fingers wander idly over

the keys of a typewriter it might happen that my

screed made an intelligible sentence.

If an army of monkeys were strumming on

typewriters they might write all the books in the

British Museum.

The chance of their doing so is decidedly more

favourable than the chance of the molecules

returning to one half of the vessel.

These images invite the reader to consider the

incredible improbability of a large but finite number

of monkeys working for a large but finite amount of

time producing a significant work, and compare this

with the even greater improbability of certain

physical events.

Any physical process that is even less likely than

such monkeys' success is effectively impossible,

and it may safely be said that such a process will

never happen.

The 1896 Summer Olympics, officially known as the

Games of the I Olympiad, was a multisport event

celebrated in Athens, Greece, from 6 to 15 April

1896.

It was the first international Olympic Games held in

the Modern era.

Because Ancient Greece was the birthplace of the

Olympic Games, Athens was perceived to be an

appropriate choice to stage the inaugural modern

Games.

Noun % – significant covariate in time LMEMs
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Question #2 | Quality

LMEM based on expected wins metric [Callison-Burch et al. 2012]

Intuition – biased coin flip between two conditions

ew() =
wins(, b)

wins(, b) + wins(b, )

wins(·, ·) – estimated from pairwise judgments
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Quality | Collecting Pairwise Judgments

[Federmann 2010]
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Question #2 | Quality

En-Ar

En-De

En-Fr

0 20 40 60 80 100

42.2

47.0

45.6

66.5

58.4

65.8

unaided

post-edit

Expected Wins (pseudo-%)

LMEM – Post-edit increases quality (p < 0.001)
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Question #3 | Priming

Do suggestions prime the translator?

Yes! p < 0.001 for each language

Test setup

Edit distance to MT

Paired t-test
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Question #4 | Effort

User Event
0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95Normalized Time

10 keyboardmouse11 keyboardmouse23 keyboardmouse

Key Typenullcontrolinputmouse

Unaided condition

User Event
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Post-edit condition
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Outcome | UI Design Guidelines

Effort analysis – translation modes (reading and drafting)

Hard to predict

Allow user to escape aids

Full translations as references – priming

Source lexical dictionary lookups

Passively observe the user for adaptation
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Outcome | UI Design Guidelines

Effort analysis – translation modes (reading and drafting)

Hard to predict

Allow user to escape aids

Full translations as references – priming

Source lexical dictionary lookups

Passively observe the user for adaptation
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Post-editing | User Experience?

“Advantages of post-editing machine translation”

Research: [Beyer 1965; Church and Hovy 1993; O’Brien and Moorkens 2014]
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A Mixed-Initiative Translation System
Predictive Translation Memory





Interactions

Source comprehension – dictionary, coverage

Target gisting – partial and complete suggestions

Target generation – autocomplete, re-ordering

Informed by Horvitz’s [1999] Mixed-Initiative Principles
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Source Comprehension

Horvitz #11 – maintaining working memory of recent interactions

39



Source Comprehension

Horvitz #6 – allowing efficient direct invocation and termination

40



Target Gisting

41



Target Gisting

Horvitz #9 – providing mechanisms for efficient agent-user
collaboration to refine results

42



Target Generation | Autocomplete

Horvitz #5 – employing dialog to resolve key uncertainties

43



Target Generation | Target Reordering

44



Target Generation | Complete Translation

Horvitz #6 – allowing efficient direct invocation and termination

45



Design Goal #1 | Speed

Translators are fast typists [Carl 2010]

“Rely heavily on the keyboard” [Moorkens and O’Brien 2013]

Re-use familiar hotkeys e.g., CTRL+Enter

Typing activates interactions
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Design Goal #2 | Maximize Legibility

Translators read (20-25% of translation session) [Carl 2010]

Interleaved layout vs. 2-column

Word processor vs. spreadsheet

Ownership of text

Human – Black text, machine cannot modify

Machine – Gray text, human can accept but not modify
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PTM vs. Post-edit
Productivity Results



Experimental Design

Task Translate French-English or English-German

Conditions Post-edit (pe) and PTM

Expert Subjects 16 per language pair (from Proz)

Source Data ≈3,000 tokens of News / Medical / Software

(Same design as unaided vs. post-edit)

49



Research Questions

1. Does PTM reduce time?

2. Does PTM increase quality?

3. Do subjects use interactive aids?
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Question #1 | Quality

Fr-En

En-De

0 20 40 60

47.2

47.4

52.7

46.7 pe
ptm

Expected Wins (pseudo-%)

LMEM – PTM is better for Fr-En (p < 0.05)
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Question #2 | Time

Fr-En

En-De

0 20 40 60 80

54.6

63.3

46.0

51.8

ptm
pe

avg. seconds / sentence

LMEM – PTM is slower for En-De (p < 0.01)
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Qualitative Results | Time

Post-edit mode was easier at first, but the interactive mode

was better once I got used to it.

If I had time to use the interactive tool and grow

accustomed to its way of functioning, it would be quite

useful...

I am used to this [post-edit], this is how Trados works.

53
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Question #3 | Interactive Usage

The Contribution of End-Users to the TransType2 Project       199

This target-text mediated interactive MT is certainly a intriguing idea – but will it
work? Only the system’s intended end-users, i.e. professional translators, can answer
that question. The TransType2 (henceforth TT2) Consortium includes two translation
firms, one in Canada (Société Gamma Inc.) and one in Spain (Celer Soluciones S.L.).
These partners play a very important role in the TT2 project, serving to balance its
ambitious research program with the concrete needs of real end-users. The project
provides for various channels through which the end-users can interact with the
research teams who are developing the translation engines. One of the most important
of these are the user trials that begin about half-way through the project and continue
right up to its conclusion, at month thirty-six.

In the following section, we describe in more detail the role of these end-users in
the TransType2 project. In section 3, we present the protocol for the latest round of
user evaluations, which have just been completed at Société Gamma and at Celer
Soluciones. In section 4, we report on the main results obtained in those trials –
results which are necessarily tentative, since the project still has more than a year to
run. In the final section, we draw some conclusions about the future of IMT.

Fig. 1.  Snapshot of a TransType session

2 The Role of End-Users in the TT2 Project

TransType2 is a three-year research project that was officially launched in March
2002. In Europe, it is funded under the EC’s Fifth Framework Program, and in
Canada by both the federal government (through NSERC) and by the Quebec

TransType – users typed 69% of text [Langlais and Lapalme 2002]
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Question #3 | Interactive Usage

Typing

Interactive Aids

0 20 40 60 80

17.0

83.0

% of text entered
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Learning and Model Adaptation



A Mixed-Initiative System Should Learn

Horvitz #11 – Maintain working memory of interactions

Horvitz #12 – Continue to learn by observing
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Personalized Machine Translation

MT
 غمست فاطمة الخبزغمس

Fatima dipped the bread

Suggested Translation

Training Example

Online
Training

Editing
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Online Learning for MT

Require: Tuning set {(ƒt, et)}Tt=1

Set 0 = 0

for t in 1 . . . T do

Receive source input ƒt

Decode ƒt under t−1

Receive reference translation et

Suffer loss ℓt(t−1) and updatet

end for
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Online Learning | Loss Function

The form doesn’t matter much:

BLEU↑

Expected Error 29.0

Cross-entropy 29.0

Pairwise 28.9

But the error metric does:

BLEU for baseline tuning [Cer et al. 2010]

HTER for adaptation

HTER – # edits from MT⇒ final translation
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Adapting the Representation

p(e|ƒ ;) ∝ exp
�

>ϕ(f,e)
�

Adaptation requires corrections h related to e

ϕ(ƒ , e)← ϕ(ƒ , e) ∩ ϕ(ƒ , h)

Features – word alignments, rare word contexts
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Adaptation Results | French–English

BLEU↑ HTER↓

baseline bleu 39.3 28.3

adapted hter 40.3 26.4 −1.9
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Adaptation Results | English–German

BLEU↑ HTER↓

baseline bleu 23.1 44.1

adapted hter 21.7 42.4 −1.7
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Analysis | Fine-grained Corrections

depending on the file

abhängig von der datei

Human corrections

(6) je nach datei

(1) das dokument

(1) abhängig von der datei

Adapted model

je nach dokument
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Conclusion



Conclusion | Time

unaided→pe pe→ptm Δ

French–English* −27.7% +18.7% −14.2%

English–German −24.0% +22.2% −7.1%

* English–French vs. French–English

Most improvement when baseline MT is good

Motivates adaptation

Human factors

Learning curve – more/better training

Post-edit and PTM not mutually exclusive
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Conclusion | Quality

unaided→pe pe→ptm Δ

French–English* +44.3% +11.7% +61.1%

English–German +24.3% −1.5% +22.4%

* English–French vs. French–English

Tight coupling hurts when baseline MT is bad

But. . . first result for interactive > post-edit

Desired outcome for dissemination

Again, adaptation could help En–De
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Mixed-Initiative Translation | First Conception

[Bisbey and Kay 1972]
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Mixed-Initiative Translation | Today

MT
 غمست فاطمة الخبزغمس

Fatima dipped the bread

Suggested Translation

Training Example

Online
Training

Editing
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Online Learning | Updating

Stochastic Gradient Descent update:

t =t−1 − ηzt−1

Scale learning rate with A−1 ∈ Rn×n:

t =t−1 − ηA−1zt−1

Choices

A−1 =  (SGD)

A−1 = H−1 (Batch: Newton step)

A−1 = G−1/2t AdaGrad [Duchi et al. 2011]
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Subject

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13←Better            Average Rank            Worse→

25711337657535734155460425372
ConditionPost-EditUnaided



Prefix Decoding

ê = rgmx
e

>ϕ(e, ƒ )

Define operator pref(e, h)

ê = rgmx
e s.t.pref(e,h)

>ϕ(e, ƒ )

By-product – alignment for feature extraction
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